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Seek First the Kingdom 

The Kingdom of Heaven in the Gospel of Matthew 

 
Session Seven: Palm Sunday 
 
Living as a Kingdom Nation 
 
Opening Prayer 

Grant us, Lord, not to be anxious about earthly things, but to love things heavenly; 
and even now, while we are placed among things that are passing away, to hold 
fast to those that shall endure; through Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns 
with you and the Holy Spirit, one God, for ever and ever. Amen. (Collect for Proper 
20, Book of Common Prayer, p. 234). 

 
Introduction to this Week’s Study  

The parable we are studying today is familiar not only to Christians, but to many 
people in western culture more generally, who recognize the image of the 
separation of the sheep from the goats. But familiarity can dull our sensibilities both 
to the scriptures and to the ways in which God is seeking to address us in a new 
and fresh way through the words that Jesus spoke two millennia ago. If a parable 
doesn’t seem to challenge you any more, that’s often a sign that it’s time to open 
yourself up to new layers of interpretation. 
 
The parable of the sheep and the goats is the third in a string of parables about 
divine judgment, the first two being the parable of the bridesmaids and the parable 
of the talents. All three prepare the hearer of the Gospel to receive what Jesus will 
tell the disciples directly afterwards: “You know that after two days the Passover is 
coming, and the Son of Man will be handed over to be crucified” (Matthew 26:2). 
Some of those who are using this biblical study are encountering this teaching in 
Holy Week, when its full resonance may perhaps be heard. 
 
The main thing to pay attention to as we go forward is the emphasis upon the 
judgment of the nations, not the judgment of individuals. In a society organized 
around individual preference, individual rights, and individual responsibilities this 
emphasis upon whole nations may sound strange. But perhaps it is a strangeness 
that we need. 
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The Passage:  
 

“When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with him, then he 
will sit on the throne of his glory. All the nations will be gathered before him, and 
he will separate people one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep from 
the goats, and he will put the sheep at his right hand and the goats at the left. 
Then the king will say to those at his right hand, ‘Come, you that are blessed by 
my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world; 
for I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me something 
to drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked and you gave me 
clothing, I was sick and you took care of me, I was in prison and you visited me.’ 
Then the righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when was it that we saw you hungry 
and gave you food, or thirsty and gave you something to drink? And when was it 
that we saw you a stranger and welcomed you, or naked and gave you clothing? 
And when was it that we saw you sick or in prison and visited you?’ And the 
king will answer them, ‘Truly I tell you, just as you did it to one of the least of 
these who are members of my family, you did it to me.’ Then he will say to those 
at his left hand, ‘You that are accursed, depart from me into the eternal fire 
prepared for the devil and his angels; for I was hungry and you gave me no food, I 
was thirsty and you gave me nothing to drink, I was a stranger and you did not 
welcome me, naked and you did not give me clothing, sick and in prison and you 
did not visit me.’ Then they also will answer, ‘Lord, when was it that we saw you 
hungry or thirsty or a stranger or naked or sick or in prison, and did not take care 
of you?’ Then he will answer them, ‘Truly I tell you, just as you did not do it to 
one of the least of these, you did not do it to me.’ And these will go away into 
eternal punishment, but the righteous into eternal life.” 
 
When Jesus had finished saying all these things, he said to his disciples, “You 
know that after two days the Passover is coming, and the Son of Man will be 
handed over to be crucified” (Matthew 25:31-26:2). 
 

Commentary on the Passage 
 
The title “Son of Man” is a complicated one. 

 In Aramaic (the first language of Jesus and his disciples), it can simply 
mean “I.” 

 Modern readers of the Gospels are often confused by the titles Son of God 
and Son of Man, thinking that they refer to Jesus’ heavenly origin (Son of 
God) and earthly incarnation (Son of Man). But within the context of first 
century Jewish thought, the meaning of these two titles is almost exactly 
the opposite of this. Son of God was a term used to refer mainly to the 
people of Israel as a whole, and sometimes to a faithful person. 
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 Son of Man, however, was used a reference to a heavenly figure whom God 
has appointed to carry out God’s justice. This figure is known from such 
apocalyptic texts as Daniel 7 and 1 Enoch. 

 The context here—the divine judgment—would suggest that it is this 
latter understanding that prevails here. The Son of Man is a heavenly 
being authorized by God to carry out judgment. Note the various terms 
used interchangeably with Son of Man (King, Lord). 

 Prior to the development of the creeds in the fourth century, early 
Christians used every bit of their traditions to try to understand the 
fullness of Jesus’ identity. The Gospels witness to the words of Jesus and 
the reflection of the first generations of Christians combined to clarify his 
identity without taking away the mystery that forces the readers and 
hearers of the Gospel up to our own day to wrestle with our own 
understanding of Jesus, our own relationships with him. 

 In this passage, we see evidence of the understanding that Jesus was 
involved in preparing people to come face-to-face with God, an encounter 
that always implies judgment. Coming into the presence of God with 
complete transparency will always imply a sharp awareness of our 
shortcomings, hardness of heart, lack of sustained focus on the things of 
God. In short: awareness of our sinfulness, the ways in which we 
habitually wander away from God. 

 The intention of this parable is to show us quite clearly what God 
requires, so that we can come into God’s presence with joy and 
thanksgiving, not remorse. If repentance and change is needed, this 
passage encourages us to get on with it. 

 
But notice that the parable is not focused on individual accountability, but rather 
on the accountability of whole nations. 

 If you are doing this lesson during Holy Week, listen for how the story of 
Jesus’ crucifixion implicates whole groups of people: the Roman 
governmental personnel who just want to contain Jewish unrest; the 
soldiers, who as a group decide to mock Jesus, whom they see as someone 
beneath them; the Jewish leadership who want to stay in good graces with 
their Roman overlords, and who manipulate the crowds of ordinary 
people to go along with them. 

 Much of what goes wrong in the story of Jesus coming before the political 
powers of his day is a failure of any of the leaders to take the reality of 
God’s justice seriously. 

 What the passion narratives make clear is that almost everyone, for one 
reason or another, has chosen to acknowledge Roman power and to give 
in to it, rather than realize that ultimate power belongs to God. Rome has 
only the power to destroy. God alone has the power to create, to bless, to 
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bring about true freedom, life, and peace. But it would take courage to 
stand up for the things of God in the face of Roman oppression. 

 
The parable pulls away the distractions of everyday life, and opens up an 
unvarnished view of ultimate reality. Looked at from that point of view, what 
does God care about most? What does God notice? 

 Ironically, what God is paying attention to are not large-scale actions, but 
small, unselfish acts of care for the least, for the most vulnerable people 
whom society would rather forget: prisoners, the hungry, the destitute, 
the sick. 

 
What is large-scale is the level at which judgment is taking place. It is nation by 
nation. 

 Care for the most vulnerable is not a private choice, but a community 
obligation. 

 The question for us is, are we encouraging everyone around us to 
cultivate habits of seeing and moving toward the most vulnerable in our 
society? Are we aware at all times that the power of God, the reign of 
God, is more to be acknowledged than earthly powers? 

 
Can you put the parable into the language of our modern-day national decisions, 
using language such as incarceration, access to healthcare, economic justice, food 
insecurity? What is God asking of us? At the scale of national policy, how 

would we do these things both wisely and well? 

 
 
For Reflection 
 

1. How does it feel to make the move from hearing this parable as concerned with 
your private decisions to hearing it as a warning addressed to our nation as a 
whole? 
 

2. One way to begin to experiment with living into the parable more faithfully 
might be to begin at the individual level and work gradually toward the 
implications at a national level. For instance, how are you personally paying 
attention to what is important to God (your most vulnerable neighbors)? How is 
your church responding to the needs of its neighbors? How is your town or 
city…? Your State? Your nation? The world as a whole? 

 
3. A benefit of seeing this parable from the point of view of an entire nation is that 

it implies that you are not called to do everything yourself. What part of care for 
the most vulnerable is yours to do? What skills and gifts do you have? What 
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needs really tug on your heart? What kind of time do you have? What kind of 
monetary resources do you have? What programs and people might help you 
enter into this kind of neighbor-love? In brief, where is God calling you to serve, 
and whom is God calling you to serve? Who might help you live into more 
significant care for your neighbor? 

 
4. If you are even just beginning to inquire about what is important to God, then 

you are on the right track. The parable is intended to bring about a sense of 
remorse in light of the ultimate values of God, so if you feel remorseful, you are 
hearing the parable as Jesus intended. He did not mean for his hearers to say, 
“Oh, I’m already doing all of that, so I’m just fine. No worries.” How can you 
balance a sense for the fathomlesslove of God that surrounds you and holds you 
in life at the same time that you acknowledge that you still have a way to go in 
terms of living into God’s equally fathomless love for your neighbor? What daily 
practices might help you keep both of these dimensions of the reality of God in 
view? 

 
5. If you do feel a call to deeper service, another dimension of the meaning of the 

parable will become important to you. Notice that Jesus is never just focused on 
what he is doing; he is focused on what God is doing through and around him. In 
this parable, he makes God’s priorities known. Whenever you have engaged a 
neighbor’s need, take a few moments afterward to reflect. Where did God show 
up in your encounter? In how many ways was God present? What did you learn 
about God in this experience? How are you different? How is your neighbor 
different? 

 
 

 

 
This parable brings us face to face with the truth that the Kingdom of Heaven—
the rule of God—is now. Do you have the courage to live that truth day by day? 
 


